The hotel industry is a part of hospitality industry. Hospitality comes from the French word “hospitalité,” meaning to take care of those traveling and provide for the weary. The history of this industry is long as hospitality providers have been around.
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ASSESSMENT/REPRESENTATION Information Name Company Name ... Tourism and Hospitality Leadership Specialisation: Data-Driven Leadership ...

> English proficiency documents e.g. IELTS test certificate or equivalent

Programmes:

- English electives in public speaking, debate, advanced broadcast journalism, and advanced journalism, including newspaper and journalism + Information Technology + Finance + Hospitality and tourism + Manufacturing + Marketing + Transport, distribution, and logistics + More for more information, visit https://oetl.yp/cip.html &

Course Selection 2022

Tourism Pathways Information as you look through the book you will notice an additional six columns in the standards chart: 

- English
- Hospitality
- Tourism
- Management
- Finance
- Marketing

A GUIDE TO MANAGING YOUR NIGHT TIME ECONOMY

TURISM AND CULTURES OFFER 20% of its daily visits to the UK in 2014 were focused on a night time activity, such as dinner or a night out. 20% of Berliner’s overnight stays are by visitors seeking nightlife and entertainment.

New York City is estimated to offer about 24,000 eating and drinking establishments.

A GUY'S GUIDE TO MANAGING YOUR NIGHT TIME ECONOMY

TURISM AND CULTURES OFFER 20% of its daily visits to the UK in 2014 were focused on a night time activity, such as dinner or a night out. 20% of Berliner’s overnight stays are by visitors seeking nightlife and entertainment.

New York City is estimated to offer about 24,000 eating and drinking establishments.
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